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Cover against summertime mishaps with
Petplan pet insurance today and get a
PetHub digital ID tag* with promo code
PETHUB17.

enroll

protect those paws
Ever felt the sting of hot sand on
bare feet? Imagine you had four of
them. Keeping your pet’s paws
protected from summer heat can
save you both a world of hurt.
read more »

poolside pooches
If your four-legged lifeguard wants
to dive in while lounging poolside,
don’t worry. Dr. Kim Smyth explains
why a dip in chlorinated pool water
is fine for Fido.
read more »

the swimming cat
You’ve probably never heard the term
kitty paddle. Most cats avoid getting
wet, but the Turkish Van breed has
been called “the swimming cat”
because it loves water.
read more »

Orange you glad we’re asking?
These vitamin C-packed orbs of juicy joy are a breakfast
staple all over the world, but should oranges be part of
your dog’s diet? Dr. Jules Benson is ready to pour you a
glass of pulpy knowledge.

read more

Georgia
6-year-old Domestic Shorthair

Georgia went in to have her teeth
cleaned, but a heart murmur
discovery led to a new course of
treatment. With Petplan in her
corner, Georgia can get the care she
needs to live a happy, healthy life.

unexpected tail:

lesson learned:

$780 for heart
murmur testing

When costly pet care
decisions have to be made,
Petplan helps you listen
to your heart.

“It has been such a comfort to just make the right
decisions for Georgia and not have to worry about how
much each option costs. Having Petplan and knowing
that we can decide what is right for her rather than what
is cheapest is invaluable. Thank you so much!”

contact us 24/7 at
866.467.3875
*Offer

follow the fun on social

valid on new policies only. Policy must be active for 30 days to be eligible to receive a free PetHub pet tag. Renewals are not eligible
for this promotion. Offers will be fulfilled within 6–8 weeks of policy inception.

Terms and conditions apply. Policies become effective at 12:01 a.m. ET the day after activation. Waiting periods apply. Availability of this
program is subject to each state’s approval and coverage may vary by state. Petplan insurance policies are administered by Fetch
Insurance Services, LLC (Fetch Insurance Agency, LLC in Michigan), d/b/a Petplan (Petplan Insurance Agency, LLC in California) and
underwritten by XL Specialty Insurance Company and AGCS Marine Insurance Company, a member of the Allianz Group. For more
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